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Abstract—Batch normalization is widely used in deep learning
to normalize intermediate activations. Deep networks suffer from
notoriously increased training complexity, mandating careful
initialization of weights, requiring lower learning rates, etc. These
issues have been addressed by Batch Normalization (BN), by
normalizing the inputs of activations to zero mean and unit
standard deviation. Making this batch normalization part of the
training process dramatically accelerates the training process of
very deep networks. A new field of research has been going on
to examine the exact theoretical explanation behind the success
of BN. Most of these theoretical insights attempt to explain the
benefits of BN by placing them on its influence on optimization,
weight scale invariance, and regularization. Despite BN undeni-
able success in accelerating generalization, the gap of analytically
relating the effect of BN to the regularization parameter is still
missing. This paper aims to bring out the data-dependent auto-
tuning of the regularization parameter by BN with analytical
proofs. We have posed BN as a constrained optimization imposed
on non-BN weights through which we demonstrate its data
statistics dependant auto-tuning of regularization parameter. We
have also given analytical proof for its behavior under a noisy
input scenario, which reveals the signal vs. noise tuning of the
regularization parameter. We have also substantiated our claim
with empirical results from the MNIST dataset experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep learning architectural innovations such as convolution
[3], batch normalization, residual connections [28], careful
initialization [1] [2] has lifted the prohibition that existed in
exploring very deep networks. The most prominent innovation
that has led to a phenomenal breakthrough in training deep
networks has been Batch Normalization (BN) [6]. Batch
normalization has become essential component in pushing the
frontiers in various Convolutional Neural Networks [26] [27]
and also marked its deep root in various applications of deep
learning [28] [29] [30].

BN is an additional layer that augments deep networks,
which typically normalizes the activation inputs with the batch
statistics µ and σ. Two trainable variables, γ, and β, are also
introduced that capture the scaling and shifting operations
required to be performed on the normalized activation inputs.

A number of orthogonal normalizers such as Layer nor-
malization [21], instance normalization [22], divisive normal-
ization [23], Group normalization [31], weight normalization
[24], weight normalization with translated ReLU [25], decor-
related batch normalization [36], iterative normalization [37],
differentiable dynamic normalization [38] has been introduced.
An alternative line of research [45] [40] [41] [42] [43] seeks
to train deep networks without BN. Despite all these efforts,
batch normalization still stays as milestone technique in train-

ing deep networks with its indisputable performance boost [45]
[46] [47] [48] [49].

Two related veins of research that have emerged for BN
are i) Branch which studies the theory behind the benefits of
BN and ii) Branch, which seeks to find ways to improvise
and solve the current issues of BN. Research contribution
towards improvising performance of BN mostly concentrate
on alleviating its dependency on batch size [32] [33] [34] [35].
[9] also came up with a new flavor of BN, which could be
applied to time sequence models such as Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN).

Despite the undeniable vein of research in analyzing the
benefits of BN, most of it has been aimed at theoretically
explaining its success in terms of improved gradient updates,
smoothness in the optimization landscape, larger learning
rates, and scale invariance of weights. Our theoretical anal-
ysis, on the other hand, identifies a new perspective for the
success of BN by projecting its effect on auto-tuning of the
regularization parameter.

Regularization rate choice is crucial to hitting the right
balance between model simplicity and training data over-
fitting. The ideal value of the regularization rate is data
dependent and choosing a safe regularization parameter is still
a hot topic of ongoing research in machine learning. In deep
learning, cross-validation is the most well-known technique
used to select optimal hyperparameter, including regularization
rate, whereas BN solves this issue by automatically estimating
the optimal regularization rate to be applied on the non-BN
weights for the given data.

In this work, we have brought out two different perspectives
on the BN based auto-tuning of the regularization parameter.
i) By defining BN as a constrained optimization imposed
on non-BN weights, we have theoretically brought out that
BN imposes optimal data dependant regularization effect on
the estimated non-BN weights while making sure that the
estimated BN weights do not deviate from the former. The
optimality in the regularization is brought out by enabling the
node to estimate the regularization rate from the training data
statistics. ii) By analyzing noise-injected input data, we have
analytically shown that BN varies the regularization parameter
to signal vs. noise variance.

II. RELATED WORK

Several recent works [17] [12] [11] have tried to approach
BatchNorm with the angle of theoretical explanation, espe-
cially theoretical analysis of how BN favors i) optimization
by minimizing the Hessian norm, by making weights scale
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invariant and ii) generalization by allowing higher learning
rates and by implicitly regularizing the network.

[6] proposed a mechanism known as Batch Normalization
(BN) to eliminate the critical problem of change in the
distribution of non-linearity inputs, thus making the training
process well behaved. It has been argued in [6] that BN
reduces the internal covariance shift. It was proved in [7]
[8] with a strong hypothesis that convergence of BN can not
be explained by internal covariance shift but by smoothening
of the landscape. [8] demonstrated the effect of BN on the
stability of the loss function in terms of its Lipschitness.
They have shown that the gradient magnitude of the loss
function with BN ‖δLBN‖ is relatively flat as compared to
that of the one without BN. Towards second-order optimization
properties, they have proved that loss Hessian (second order
term of Taylor expansion) is reduced, thus making gradient
(first order term) more predictive. [11] proved that BN accel-
erates optimization by decoupling the length and directional
components of the weight vector, which is nothing but non-
linear re-parametrization of the weight space.

[19] empirically showed that the networks trained with
BN encourage good generalization by making the network
less sensitive to individual activations/feature maps, which is
commonly observed in ’memorizing networks.’ [9] argues that
BN improves generalization by allowing a higher learning
rate. It was suggested that noise in SGD is proportional to
λ2

|B| , where λ is the learning rate and |B| is the batch size.
BN allows a larger learning rate, which in turn increases the
noise in optimization and hence biases the network towards
good generalization. It also proves that BN has the luxury of
higher learning rates. Without BN, the activation overgrows
at deep layers, with the network output exploding and loss
diverging. BN mitigates this phenomenon by standardizing the
activation at each layer, thus making sure that the network
always lands in a safe plateau of optimization function irre-
spective of the higher learning rate. [18] says that BN provides
explicit regularization by encouraging the participation of all
neurons, reducing the kurtosis of the input distribution and the
correlation between neurons.

[15] showed that BN makes the network invariant to linear
scaling of weights, i.e. BN(wT ∗x) =BN(uT ∗x), where u =
w
‖w‖ [14]. [16] finds the mechanism through which BN makes
the optimization invariant to weight scale, by proving that the
increment in weight wt+1−wt is inversely proportional to the
norm of the weight ‖wt‖22 for linear layer followed by BN
and smaller learning rate.

[13] provided analysis of BN on an ordinary least square
problem that converges for any learning rate irrespective of
the spectral radius of the Hessian matrix. In contrast, in
gradient descent without BN, the range of learning rate is
0 ≥ λ ≤ 2

λmax
, where λmax is the maximum learning

rate. [10] showed that the optimization minimization of the
networks with BN does not require learning rate tuning. Full
batch gradient descent converges to a first order stationary
point at the rate of T (− 1

2 ), no matter what the learning rate
has been set.

[20] states the effect of BN on neuronal activity and con-
cludes that it enables efficient usage of rectifier non-linearities.

Fig. 1. Two dimensional loss landscape of w with optimal value at w∗. The
parameter α determines the intensity of regularization induced, retaining only
significant directions corresponding to larger eigenvalues (λ2 in the example
given). With increase in α, optimal w converges towards wr . However,
hyperparameter tuning of α is critical to achieving good performance. BN
alleviates this major hurdle by estimating optimal αBN from the data x
and non-BN weight vector. Models and data with larger values are more
prone to classification error even with small perturbations in x and w, thus
resulting in increased generalization error. In addition, regularization should
also depend on the θ between x and w. When the data points are close to the
decision boundary, the intensity of regularization should be minimal as there is
a high probability that the regularized weights may move the data points to the
wrong side of the classification boundary. By introducing proportional relation
between the regularization parameter ‖w‖, ‖x‖ and cos θ, αBN improves the
generalization capability. The network’s tendency to memorize the training
data decreases with increased data variance σ2

x. αBN ∼ σ2
x signifies the

tuning of regularization with respect to data variance.

III. THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION OF BATCH
NORMALIZATION

This section analyses the working of BN in a single percep-
tron, which forms the building block of deep networks. The
computation of BN can be written as follows,

y = γ
xtw − µ

σ
+ β (1)

Where, x,w ∈ Rd are the input and weight vector respec-
tively, y is the batch normalized output. µ and σ are the mean
and standard deviation of x projected onto w, respectively. γ
and β are trainable scales and shift parameters of BN.

The zero mean weak assumption is made on input data x
such that E(x) = 0. As given in [11], Eq. 1 can be written as
follows (omitting β)

y = γ
xtw

(wtRw)
1
2

(2)

Where, R = E[xxt] is the symmentric positive definite
covariance matrix of x. This can be written as y = xtwbn,
where, wbn = g w

(wtRw)
1
2

, is the weight of the perceptron with

BN operation preceeding the application of activation.

A. BN as Constrained Optimization applied on non-BN
Weights

BN defines the following optimality criterion: Minimize the
weighted norm of wbn while keeping the projection of the BN
weight vector onto the non-BN weight vector fixed.

argmin
wbn

[E‖wtx‖22]
1
2 wt

bnwbn (3)
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with the constraint,

wt
bnw = 1 (4)

Solving the constrained minimization by the method of
Lagrange multipliers, we have

argmin
wbn

F (w;αb) = [E‖wtx‖22]
1
2 wt

bnwbn − αb[wt
bnw − 1]

(5)
On simplification of the first term,

[E(wtx)
t
(wtx)]

1
2 wt

bnwbn (6)

= [wtE(xxt)w]
1
2 wt

bnwbn (7)

= [wtRw]
1
2 wt

bnwbn (8)

Substituting this simplified form in Eq. 5,
argminwbn

F (w;αb) becomes

[
wtRw

] 1
2 wt

bnwbn − αb[wt
bnw − 1] (9)

Differentiating with respect to wbn and equating it to zero,
we get

[
wtRw

] 1
2 wbn − αb[w] = 0 (10)

Therefore,

wbn = αb
w

(wtRw)
1
2

(11)

Eq. 11 turns out to be similar BN normalized output as
given in Eq. 2 when αb = γ.

1) Benefits of Minimizer and Constraint: The constraint en-
sures that the information learned by the non-BN weight vector
is preserved and no distortion happens by the introduction of
BN.

The minimizer is a form of regularization function defined
over wbn (Fig. 1). The relation between unregularized and L2

regularized weights wr is given as wr = Q(Λ + αI)ΛQtw,
where Q,Λ are eigenvector and eigenvalue matrices of the
Hessian matrix of weight vector respectively and α is the
Langrangian parameter which determines the scaling applied
to the regularization term. Effectively, ith component of weight
vector is rescaled by λi

λi+α
, hence retaining only dominant di-

rections. However, the number of dominant directions retained
is influenced by α, which is generally a hyperparameter in
optimization, whereas in the BN minimization function α is
obtained from [E‖wtx‖22]

1
2 .

When wtx is higher, even a small perturbation in in-
put x + ε ≈ x will cause huge deviation in the output
wt(x + ε)� wtx, thus increasing the variance in the model.
This effect is mitigated by having the term [E‖wtx‖22]

1
2 as α

in the wbn regularization function. The higher the value of
wtx, the higher the effect of α, thus resulting in increased
regularization.

B. Signal vs. Noise Variance based Tuning of Regularization
Parameter by BN

From the previous section, it could be inferred that,

wbn = γ
w

(wtRw)
1
2

(12)

R is a symmetric and positive definite matrix. Hence there
exists a matrix B such that B = QΛQt and R = B2. Hence
Eq. 12 becomes

wbn = γ
w

(wtBtBw)
1
2

(13)

= γ
w[

(Bw)
t
(Bw)

] 1
2

(14)

w can be written as w =
∑i=d
i=1 qiwi, where qi is the ith

eigen vector of the matrix R and wi is the ith element of the
d dimensional w vector. Hence, Bw becomes

∑i=d
i=1 Bqiwi

which turns the equation of wbn to as follows,

wbn = γ
w[∑i=d

i=1 λiw
2
i

] 1
2

(15)

Let’s see how the modified BN weight vector regulates
overfitting based on the noise in the input data. The input
data corrupted with gaussian noise ξ ∼ N(0, σ2

n) such that
xn = x + ξ. The relation between the mean square error
between the true output y and the predicted outputs (with
noise: ypn, without noise: yp) is given as follows

E[ypn − y]
2
= E[yp − y]

2
+ σ2

i=d∑
i=1

w2
i (16)

The second term in the above equation is the regularization
term introduced by the noise induced in the input. The
regularization parameter is proportional to σ2. Substituting
wbn in the place of w as per Eq. 15, we get,

E[ypn − y]
2
= E[yp − y]

2
+ σ2

i=d∑
i=1

γ2
w2∑j=d

j=1 λ
n
jw

2
j

(17)

Where, λnj = λj + σ2 is the jth eigenvalue of noisy
covariance matrix. (The data covariance matrix of noisy data is
given as Rn = R+σ2I as the data and noise are uncorrelated).

E[ypn − y]
2
= E[yp − y]

2
+ σ2γ2

i=d∑
i=1

w2[∑j=d
j=1 (λj + σ2)w2

j

]
(18)

Assuming all λj to be equal, the above equation becomes

E[ypn − y]
2
= E[yp − y]

2
+

σ2γ2

(λ+ σ2)

i=d∑
i=1

w2[∑j=d
j=1 w

2
j

] (19)
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When σ >> λ, σ2γ2

(λ+σ2) = γ2 and when σ << λ, σ2γ2

(λ+σ2) =
γ2

λ , thus making the regularization parameter inversely pro-
portional to signal variance. Whenever the variance in the
signal is high, it is challenging for the model to memorize the
data, reducing the need for regularization. textbfBN weights
achieve this by auto-tuning the regularization parameter based
on the signal and noise variance.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We investigated the proposed theoretical justification of BN
on a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), evaluated on the MNIST
dataset. The aim was rather to test the proposed hypothesis
regarding the data dependant regularization capability of BN.
We designed two sets of experiments, where the auto-tuning
effect of the regularization parameter of BN and signal-to-
noise ratio dependant regularization of BN has been tested.

A. [E‖wtx‖22]
1
2 : Regularization Parameter of BN applied

Weights

To verify the effect of [E‖wtx‖22]
1
2 introduced by BN on

regularization of weights, we have considered the classification
problem of predicting the digit class from MNIST dataset. The
motive of the experiment is to analyse the dependence between
regularization of BN and [E‖wtx‖22]

1
2 , not to achieve state-of-

the-art performance. Hence, we have used a shallow network
of one hidden layer of 300 nodes (with ReLu activation)
followed by a dense classifier layer (with SoftMax activation)
of 10 nodes. BN is applied right after every dense layer. We
have trained it with a batch size of 128, categorical cross-
entropy loss, and Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.1.
The weights are initialized with small values drawn from the
Gaussian Distribution.

To study the regularization introduced by BN, we demon-
strate the impact of BN on the norm of the weight. The higher
the norm, the lesser the regularization. To analyze the effect
of wtx as a regularization parameter, we have applied scaling
to x rather than to w.

Data Amplitude L1 Norm L2 Norm α(×108)
2 0.7210 0.0322 0.92
3 0.3003 0.0134 2.2
4 0.1717 0.0077 3.9
5 0.1096 0.0049 5.9
6 0.0793 0.0035 8.3

TABLE I
α (REGULARIZATION RATE) AND MEAN OF L1 AND L2 NORM OF WEIGHT

VECTOR ACROSS 300 HIDDEN NODES WITH RESPECT TO SCALING
APPLIED TO THE DATA. THE NORM OF THE WEIGHT VECTOR IS OBSERVED
TO INCREASE WITH THE SCALING FACTOR OF DATA, THUS ILLUSTRATING
THE INCREASE IN THE REGULARIZATION INTENSITY. IT SHOWS THAT THE

HIGHER THE SCALING OF DATA, THE HIGHER THE α

Table. I shows the mean of L1 and L2 norms of the weight
across 300 hidden nodes for various scaling factors (varied
from 2 to 6). It could be observed that the norm of the weights
decreases with an increase in the scaling factor, thus offering
regularization auto-tuning capability to BN based on wtx.

Table. I reports the mean of the α introduced by BN across
300 hidden nodes. We could infer that BN not only makes α

Fig. 2. α (regularization rate) estimated by BN operation across 300 hidden
nodes. It shows that α is variable across nodes.

dependant on the scaling applied to the data but also optimizes
it to a better value suitable for each node (Fig. 2), unlike
non-BN networks, where single α is applied across all nodes.
We found that the optimal estimation of α for every node is
surprising.

B. Signal vs. Noise Variance based Regularization Effect of
BN

Next, we propose the following experimental setup to disen-
tangle the adaptive regularization tuning effect of BN based on
λ vs. σ. To study the impact of noise in the input, we propose
the following experiment: We injected additive noise sampled
from i.i.d Gaussian distribution to the MNIST dataset. Note
that this noise injection perturbs the input Signal to Noise ratio.
We then measure the influence of this deliberately introduced
SNR variation on regularization introduced by BN.

Fig. II visualizes the mean of the L1 and L2 norm of weights
across 300 hidden nodes under different SNR conditions. It can
be observed that the regularization difference between high
and low SNR is existent, hence making it apparent that the
intensity of regularization is directly connected to the ratio
σ2γ2

(λ+σ2) .

SNR L1 Norm L2 Norm
100 2.8823 0.1286
10 2.5811 0.1152
1 0.6090 0.0272

0.5 0.3646 0.0163
TABLE II

MEAN OF L1 AND L2 NORM OF THE WEIGHTS OF 300 HIDDEN NODES
UNDER DIFFERENT SNR. WEIGHT NORM DECREASES WITH INCREASED

SNR, THUS PROVING THAT BN MAKES THE REGULARIZATION
PARAMETER INVERSELY PROPORTIONAL TO SNR.

V. CONCLUSION

We have given a different theoretical approach to analyzing
the advantages provided by batch normalization. It is based
on the premise that the regularization parameter, known to be
a hyper-parameter in non-BN networks, has been estimated
automatically by the BN. We have shown that BN acts as
a constrained optimization applied on non-BN weights, thus
affording auto-tuning of regularization parameters. Note that
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we have also given proof that the regularization parameter
tuning of BN is SNR dependent. To evaluate the proposed
hypothesis, we have conducted experiments on the MNIST
dataset. The results of the conducted experiments substantiate
the proposed theoretical analysis. In future work, we are
interested in analyzing this regularization auto-tuning effect of
BN in deep networks, which is still an open research problem.
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